Safety briefing – July 2015

Welcome to Resourcing Solutions’s July 2015 safety briefing
In this edition:
•

Life Saving Rules

•

Important updates from Network Rail and clients

Action required
After reading this briefing, you are required to respond. Please see details of how to do this at the end of
the briefing.
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Giant Hogweed
Giant Hogweed is growing at this time of year and is prevalent in woodland and parks as
well as riverside and trackside. The photographs below are of a little girl who was out on a
fishing trip with her dad. Whilst he was fishing, she broke a couple of Giant Hogweed plant
stems and the sap went onto her hands. The medics expect the little girl to make a full
recovery, but she’s already spent a couple of days in hospital.

Giant hogweed is a phototoxic plant. Its sap can cause phytophotodermatitis (severe
skin inflammations) when the skin is exposed to sunlight or to ultraviolet rays. Initially,
the skin colours red and starts itching. Then blisters form as it burns within 48 hours.
They form black or purplish scars that can last several years. Hospitalisation may be
necessary. Presence of minute amounts of sap in the eyes can lead to temporary or
even permanent blindness.
The Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 makes it an offence to plant or cause giant
hogweed to grow in the wild.
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Penstock Chambers
Please be aware there are nesting birds and other wildlife at 776A Hockers lane and at 755A Boarly oast
penstock chambers.
Please keep away from these areas unless you are required to for work related reasons.
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News Bulletin – Monitoring Equipment between 57.697 and 57.720 on the Down (Country end of NDT)
Track monitoring equipment has been fitted to the track between 57.697 and 57.720 on the Down,
cabling connects this equipment to a data logger sited on the Up. There is also a solar panel and battery,
both the logger and battery are in grey protective plastic boxes. A road cone marks the location.
Please be careful of the cabling if you need to access this area. The equipment will be on site for
approximately 4 months.

There are 13 sensors attached to both the Cess and 6 foot bearer ends between 57.697 and

57.720 on the down, cables run back to the data logger on the Up Cess.
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News Bulletin – Task Supervisor results of Questions and Answers Session
On the 11th June 2015 a ‘questions and answers’ session was carried out with regards to the Task
Supervisor (TS) competency. The following details the questions raised and the responses.
1.

Does the PICOG have to brief the group if the TS has already given a brief? (DZ)

If the TS briefing includes everything that the PICOG (Person in Charge of Group) would brief, it has
been signed and a copy given to the PICOG then an additional briefing from the PICOG would not be
necessary. However, additional site conditions may require additions / alterations to be made. It
remains the PICOGs responsibility to ensure a full and thorough briefing has been delivered and each
member or the group has understood its content.
2.

What should the TS brief to the PICOG?

The TS must complete the appropriate documentation and brief the PICOG on its content. The only thing
the TS will not be required to brief the PICOG on is the specific elements of the work task that PICOG’s
group is undertaking. This will be briefed by the PICOG to his/her work group.
3.

Could the TS provide a briefing over the phone instead of face-to-face?

Currently your training dictates that you must consider the briefee’s fitness for duty and collect a
signature. This is not practical over the phone and it is considered best practice to do this face-to-face.
This topic is currently being discussed at the Infrastructure Rules Working Group. If you would like to
raise your opinion please talk to your representative listed at the end of this bulletin.
.
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News Bulletin – Task Supervisor results of Questions and Answers Session
4.

Does the PICOG need to be a STS if you are working in a possession with OTP?

If the PICOG is in charge of the vehicle then he/she would be an STS and responsible for the protection.
If the PICOG is in charge of a group working within the STS worksite without a vehicle (OTP) then there
is no requirement for the PICOG to be a Senior Task Vehicle.
5.

Do you need to be a TS to place Worksite marker boards?

Module T7 currently states you must be a competent TS in order to access the Danger Zone
unaccompanied (except operational incidents where a PROD 5 can be taken). You must therefore be a
TS or under the immediate supervision of a TS in order to be able to place worksite marker boards and
complete the local protection arrangements form.
This process is under review by the Infrastructure Rules Working Group.
6.

Are you a PICOG whilst you are putting out worksite marker boards?

If you are working alone within another TS’s worksite you are considered a PICOG as you are the group.
You must therefore be briefed by the TS and make yourself aware of the task and any additional
hazards in the area.
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News Bulletin – Task Supervisor results of Questions and Answers Session
Additional Questions posed and responded to by S&T…

7.

Are PICOGs now liable to sign in/out with SACC for their workgroup?

This can be the individual, TS or PICOG but it should be discussed and agreed as we have always done.
8.

Do these forms have to returned to the issuing TS on completion?

Yes. PICOG signs TSs F034 at start and then briefs his team with F021. On completion of works he
returns F021 to TS and signs TSs F034 as work complete with or without restrictions. T3 and F034
extract below.
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News Bulletin – Task Supervisor results of Questions and Answers Session continued
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News Bulletin – Task Supervisor results of Questions and Answers Session continued

9.

Also, who is liable for checking that all staff within the
worksite have correct, Licenses/permits, correct PPE
etc if audited?

PICOG as above when appointed, otherwise the TS.
10. Will the daily notice format be altered too?
Discussions are underway.
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News Bulletin – Task Supervisor results of Questions and Answers Session continued

11.

At present the Daily Notice usually only names one Task Supervisor (TS) for the worksite; will this

continue?
The TS is responsible for setting up the Worksite. The PICOG will be in charge of the workgroup working

in that Worksite.
If you would like any of these questions to be reviewed please speak to your Rules Working Group
representative.
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News Bulletin – Rail Safety Leader results of Questions and Answers Session
On the 11th June 2015 a ‘questions and answers’ session was carried out with regards the Rail Safety Leader (RSL)
personal track safety competency. The following details the questions raised and the responses.
In a possession work site do all of the staff need to be RSL?
No, the person in charge of a worksite must be a TS (Task Supervisor). Danger Zone Entry Permit Holders can
access the Danger Zone in a worksite under the supervision of a competent Task Supervisor. RSL’s hold a Danger
Zone Entry and that is why they can enter the Danger Zone. The Danger Zone Entry Permit must be in date in order
for any person to access the Danger Zone; this includes RSLs, TS, RPOS etc.
What is the difference between a RSL and a TS?
RSL’s are in charge of a group in the Safe Zone and can access the Safe Zone unaccompanied (The same as a PTS
holder). TSs are responsible for setting up worksites and the safety of the people working within the worksites in
the Danger Zone.
When is a RSL briefing required, is it dependent on the size of the group and the competencies the group hold?
No, An RSL briefing is required whenever a group is to access the operational railway at a location or for a task.
However, if there is multiple tasks at the same location or multiple locations for carrying out the same task one
briefing is sufficient as long as each task / location is included in the original briefing and it is revisited at each
change of circumstances.
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News Bulletin – Rail Safety Leader results of Questions and Answers Session
Do you have to complete a briefing form if you are working by yourself? (Early courses did not brief this).
Yes, it is considered best practice to do so, as if you are working by yourself or leading group you required to follow
the same process and identify the hazards and mitigations at each location. Writing the information down
improves your personal understanding and provides and audit trail. However, you are not required to speak to
yourself!

Can you use the same brief again if your party hasn’t changed?
Please see question 3.
Can an RSL take a PROD 5?

RSLs are trained to take PROD 5s to provide personal protection in operating incidents.
Can a RSL be used to key switches on behalf of a TS?
RSLs can operate switches on behalf of the TS providing they are in the safe zone.

Should we record the distribution of Berne Keys / A1 keys and can we recall those that have been distributed?
The distribution of all keys is recorded. Keys will be recalled after the PTS competence has been withdrawn.
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News Bulletin – Rail Safety Leader results of Questions and Answers Session continued…

What is the definition of the Operational Railway regarding Head House?
A Head House is not currently considered the operational railway nor is the intervention shaft. However, those
accessing a Head House must sign in with EMMIS Controller as it is an alarmed building; the only way somebody
can be given an A1 key is to hold the RSL competence. Those not holding an RSL competence will be
accompanied.
Will a RSL licence indicate medical restrictions?
Licences and Permits will indicate medical restrictions.
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Access Gate 761 Ashford East Signal Room
From access gate 761 (KP92.825) to Ashford East signal room there is an issue with a failed sewage pump, this
has resulted in the area becoming contaminated.
The area affected will be cordoned of with cones and unless required do not exit the signal room via this door,
until further notice use the door leading to gate 762 (KP92.850)
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Network Rail Bulletins
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Stowaways Found on HS1 Train Services
On a daily basis crowds of migrants are risking their lives to illegally cross the channel to enter the UK. Last
week, there were two separate cases of stowaways successfully entering the UK on international train services
running on HS1.

In light of this development, we ask all persons receiving this bulletin to be extra vigilant and whenever possible
visually inspect passing trains for stowaways who may holding on to outside or underside of international trains.
Likewise, you should continue to report any other train related dangers e.g. a door not closed properly, an
insecure load, the driver sounding the Train Distress Signal (a continuous series of long blasts of the horn) or a
vehicle on fire (see HS1 Rule Book, Module G, Section 4 for the full list of hazards).
If you do notice any signs of stowaways on HS1 train services, or spot anything that you consider to be
suspicious, please contact the AFC SM on: 01233 739420 or in emergencies: 01233 739300.
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Track Safety Training and Assessment Materials
Who does this affect?
• Industry training providers delivering Track Safety training
• Industry assessment providers delivering Track Safety assessments
What is changing?
Following the release the Track Safety training and assessment materials on the 06 June 2015, it has been brought
to our attention that there are a number of errors, specifically with the issue numbers. When the courses were
published to the Training Toolkit, a number of documents for each course were uploaded in error resulting in
documents reverting back to old versions. We apologise for any inconvenience caused. To rectify this issue, we will
be undertaking a full review of the Track Safety courses in relation to formatting and version control, and will be
republishing entire course packs on the Training Toolkit.
When will this happen?
Publication of the Track Safety training materials will happen by close of play on 17 June 2015.
What is the impact of this change?
The issue numbers for each course will be increased to the next major number. Updated training and assessment
material for affected courses will replace existing materials with immediate effect from 17 June 2015.
What action is required?
Training and assessment providers need to download the complete bundle of course materials as soon as they are
available on the Training Toolkit.
We apologise for any inconvenience caused.
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Once you are confident with the content of
this briefing, please respond that you have

read it by emailing
compliance@resourcing-solutions.com
Thank you.
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Compliance Team
Resourcing Solutions
Thames Valley Headquarters
Ruscombe Business Park
Reading
Berkshire
RG10 9JW
Tel: 0118 924 1639
Email: compliance@resourcing-solutions.com
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